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ma. • .•rty's enemy num
but the BKD's current phil
with various political parties an
descript groups to create a third
can only delight the Congress.
of the three former Chief
who gave the party some respe
at its birth saw anything
drawing upon the Communists
themselves in power. Only a
the three had been out of 0
one reason or another did the
declare a jehad on Communis
its anti-Communism is daily gai
stridence. Politics in Bihar and
Pradesh have many common s
casteism, communalism and
fanaticism are not politically
able fa'ctors there, and a par
count on some immediate gain
chooses to ally itself with such
rantism. The situation in West
is different, and that is the reas
the S~ate BKD has appealed to
Indi'nc't dership for exemption
the a'ns) orn unist programme
oui ionihg its motive and
pose. • What assurance-it
have been an explanation-Me
Mukherjee gave the United Fro
not been fully disclosed; but p
ed reports indicate that he ba
the political realism-a euphemis
opportunism in this instance
all-India leadership and hopes
will agree to the State unit's req

Mr Mukherjee may have his
reason for entertaining such a
but the activities of the BKD )
ship do not sustain it. While h
assuring the UF here of abiding
ty of the West Bengal unit, the
national executive was negotia'
New Delhi with the PSP foe
collaboration. The negotiation
resulted in a national joint action
mittee for "coordination in all
between the two parties". The
in West Bengal has decided to qu
UF and try to create a "non
ress, non-Communist" bloc.
are dissidents no doubt, but the
cial grup has the full backing
party's all-India leaders. The ap
ment of a joint action committ
only mean that the BKD na
executive is arranging a BK
liaison in the State, completely i

~ase..Jfirehas been
of July-perhaps in spite of Mr

£... Nehru's somewhat assertive
~eech. The example of many

European countries getting together to
preserve their independence must
have seemed gibberish to his audience.
What has Europe got to do with it ?
No mme comprehensible may have
been the reference to small countries
losing their independence by seeking
aid from big countries, an obvious re-
ferenCe to China which has become an
obsession in Delhi. What, the under-
ground representatives may have won-
dered, has China got to do with it ?
In relation to Nagaland, is not India
nearly as big a country as China?
Was Governor Nehru suggesting that
by seeking India's protection Nagal:llld
might lose its independence? The
Governor also used the word "coun-
try" more than once in relation to
Nagaland, as though it might be a
different entity from India; this may
or may not be actionable but it does
show that thinking on Nagaland is
not very clear in many quarters.

A little less of diplomacy, at Dima-
pur almost viceregal in the hands of
Mr Nehru, and a little more of hones-
ty may yet do both sides a lot of good.
The men of the underground ought
to know that if they could have seized
sovereignty they would have done so
long ago without so much as by-your-
leave from Delhi. On the other hand,
Delhi ought to know that its military
effort in Nagaland was not a great
success for over ten years. Force did
not succeed in subduing the fiercely
freedom-loving Nagas. In the cir-
cumstances, both sides are wise to ac-
cept the cease-fire as an opportunity
to sort things out in other ways. The
British knew that the Naga area could
not be administered like other parts
of India; Delhi needs to realise that
Kohima is not Kanpur.

A Fraudulent Move
The Gandhian pretensions of the

Bharatiya Kranti Dal do not
seem to be in any conflict with the
continuous double-talk of its leaders.
If Mr Mahamaya Prasad Sinha is to be
taken seriously, the Congress still re-

Disastrous Obsession
It was apparent at Dimapur re-

cently, when representatives of the
Naga underground met those of Assam
at a conference inaugurated by none
other than the Governor, Mr B. K.
Nehru, that the Nagas are divided.
Perhaps only less divided than the
Government of India, which is saying
something. The nature of the assur-
ances demanded by Mr Nehru or his
spokesmen on the subject of aid from
China for a sovereign Nagaland out-
side the Indian Union is far from clear.
Perhaps only less clear than the nature
of the assurances given by the Naga
underground on the same score. Yet
the conference, the first of its kind,
may have been useful to the extent
that it offered both sides an opportu-
nity to understand each other. Whe-
ther the opportunity was taken by
either will be known only in the weeks
and months to come. Dimapur will
have served more than its tentative
purpose if some sort of a line of com-
munication has been established be-
tween Shillong, meaning Delhi, and
the, underground. Delhi's ignorance
of realities has long been matched only
by the underground's lack of know-
ledge of what India can or cannot d0
with Nagaland.

The gain yet remains that the-
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)t clear why a
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lunch at Rashtrapati
at is even more unclear

.Joth New' Delhi and Moscow
are oeiIig too clever by half and not
adding up to one to the advantage of
either. In the interim we can only
recast a well-known French saying and
say that the hearth may have its rea-
sons of which the hearth knows
nothing ..
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'freedom' at last
Suharto is going to J.

cendancy by a tribute-pa~
Washington is in the fitness L ••

But Indonesians do not seem LV

share the happiness of the Americans.
PKI flags and the Bung's smile have
disappeared, but so has rice. Short-
age of rice and skyrocketing prices
have kd to a massive demonstration
on the streets demanding rice and an
end to the dictatorship. Armoured
cars were deployed on the streets and
machine-guns were at the ready all
around. Inflation, 39ro only for
January, is galloping. The high~ower-
ed Corruption Eradication Team
appointed by Suharto has used its
power to clear notorious officials of
charges of embezzlement and corrup-
tion. The pro-Sukarno section of
the PNI, which resolutely refuses to
join the New Order, dominates Cen-
tral Java. Other parties, jealous of
the growing power of the army, are
restive, while Nasution, the erstwhile
comrade-in arms, seems to provide the
focus of a potential opposition within
the army. Still more alarming is the
news of the resurgence of the PKI.
Guerilla activities in South Sulawesi,
West Kalimantan and Central Java
are on the increase. The main con-
cern of the Djakarta Government, as
one Western correspondent reported,
was "the danger of the emergenCe of
an armed band in accordance with
best classical teachings of Mao Tse-
tung." Russain helicopters flown by
the Indonesian army may not succeed
any more in their task than their
U. S. counterparts in Vietnam.

Suharto Era

FRONTIER

A correspondent writes:

Anti-Communist witch hunt and
the protracted 'de-mythification' cam-
paign against the father of
Indonesian independence have now

ched their logical end. With the
PKI driven underground and Bung
Karno under house arrest, the time, it
seems, is propitious for General
Suharto to ascend the throne. Late
last month while thousands of students
shouted slogans against Suharto the
People's Congress elevated him from
acting president to president. This,
however. is no military dictatorship.
For hasn't Suharto repeatedly assert-
ed that he is opposed to any form of
military dictatorship? In his rpresi-
dential address too he declared: "we
will firmly uphold the principles of
democracy, .. we are determined to
carry out the wishes of the people."
Such minor factors as the promise
to hold a general election after a year
of his rule as acting nresident or the
packing of the assembly by his own
men by replacing the old and creating
new members should not deter one
from a'Ppreciating his love for the
people and democratic practice. He
promises to step down from 'Power as
early as 1973 when the Congress
elected by universal suffrage will
choose a new president.

Meanwhile, this is the Great
Snharto era. Tn his anxiety to salvage
Indonesia fTl)m Pt'ononik ruin G ne-

mid-term poll, a poll on which, for
lack of any immediate alternative, the
leftists have set their brave hearts on.
lt will have no qualms in selling itself
to the Congress if the priCe is attrac-
tive ; and Dr P. C. Ghosh has shown
that the Congress can be generous in
this matter. The West Bengal BKD,
if not Mr Mukherjee, is sometimes
given the benefit of the doubt, but it
has yet to show that it can stand up
to the party's all-India leadership and
dares to break away if necessary.
The State unit has to blame the tru-
ancy of its central leaders if its assur-
ances are taken with cynicism and
even total disbelief.

circumstances, even if the
executivegrants exemp-

West Bengal unit, doubts
bly persist about the
intention. The exemp-

be a subterfuge to help the
to gain ma:1Ymore seats in
rrn poll than it would if it

t it alone or in alliance
at groups. After all, the
I executive has not con-
Ajoy Mukherjee for what
t to do on October 2 last

clandestinenegotiation with
that preceded it, thOUQh

re contrary to the party's
policy. All that the BKD

tive is interested in is a
pristine glory of being a

chief ministers and the ad-
that go with it. The party

thta if the United Front is
power Mr Mukherjee will

the Chief Minister of West
Mr Mukherjee himself has
ed the national executive is

it to secure his acquie-
1XJlicyof anti-Communist
. The BKD's opposition
ss is mere froth; and the

tbird force is only a trade-
pressure group which it

hold the balance between
and the UF after the

constituentparty of the
.partywhose leader is also

the Front, the :J3KDin
cannot collaborate with

party. This is not the sole
the BKD leadership to
for a third force. Mr
Bose has said that his

Azad Hind Sangh is
a "national front" in

withthe BKD, PSP, SSP,
Bloc; all-India leaders

parties have already been
and the chances of such a
rging are "bright". Mr

has pleaded ignorance
move; so have West Bengal
otherparties. Mr Mukher-
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kent agreement by aiding India's de-
. fence potential. There has been an

outcry in the Pakistani Press about
the Soviet sale of 100 to 150 SU (khai-
7 fighter bombers (of an advanced
model which even the East European
countries have not been able to get)
to India, several hundred air-to-air

,crests converge and ground-to-air missiles, five freight-
w of PL480 aid er or destroyer escorts and six sub-

trade have to be marines. India has acknowledged
A:eep it "a stable and buying submarines and not other

,rn" as Mrs Indira Gandhi hardware reported to have been sold.
1L. Despite massive Soviet This was the major point of talks at

orders to help Indian and British-run Rawalpindi and President Ayub Khan
industries, the recession in Calcutta's knew that there was little chance of
engineering units would linger on for the Soviet Union stopping supplies to
another four months. All the same India and therefore Pakistan could
the private sector has acquired a vital get some too. By all accounts, he
stake in the stability of the Govern- was not convinced about the eXJplana-
ment in New Delhi. tion offered by Mr Kosygin, who can-

Whenever the Prime Minister's not afford to alienate Pakistan by
morale is drooping, it needs bolstering supporting India whole hog. What
through a safari or the visit of some he expects of President Ayub Khan is
foreign dignitary. In January, the not very clear but there is little doubt
Foreign Office circulated stories of an that Mr Kosygin would like an early
impending Kosygin visit for the Re- settlement on Kashmir. There s
public Day celebrations. When there been no let-up in Soviet pressure for
W:lS no Soviet response and not even such a settlement. The British pull-
the suggestion of a date, it went into out from the east of Suez calls for a
tantrums because if Mr Kosygin visit- new role by the Soviet navy in the
ed Pakistan before he thought of Persian Gulf mid 'the Airabian Sea
India, Mrs Gandhi's morale would after 1971. Soviet strategy in South
have been shattered. She had been Asia is undergoing a major change
to Moscow four times as Prime Minis- and it would hardly be sUl1prisingif
ter with no prospect of a reciprocal Soviet arms reach Pakistan via Iran.
gesture. Mr Kosygin did come, after The biggest Pakistani gain from
all. But three months later, when he Mr Kosygin's visit is the promise of
visited Iran and then Pakistan, the . aid for two major projects-a steel
Foreign Office was in tantrums again. plant in the western wing and: an ato-
After the rebuff to its attempt to mic power plant for East Pakistan.
stage the Vietnam talks in New Delhi, When India wanted to go in for nu-
the Foreign Office badly needed to clear power stations, the Soviet res-
ground an overflying Kosygin to res- ponse' was far from encouraging. After
tore Mrs Gandhi's world-leader imag,e. a good deal of knocking about, Can a-
Mr K's Ipolitical refuelling halt dian aid could be got for India's pro-
turned out to be another picnic to help jects. Even when the Kalpakkam
Mrs G regain a little of her lost con- project was in doubt for want of colIa-
fidence. borators, there was no Soviet interest

In his anxiety to establish his in it. But the new solicitude for
country's "Asian presence" in the sub- Pakistan's atomic power plants must
continent, Mr Kosygin has had to do have intrigued New Delhi.
quite a bit of tight-rope walking. The United States was once charg-
India has apprehensions that the ed with starting an arms race in the
Soviet Union might decide to supply sub-continent. But the Soviet Union
military hardware to Pakistan. But might be playing the same game bet-
Pakistan has always thought that the ween India and Pakistan, before find-
Soviet Union was violating the Tash- ing itself the role of a gendarme.
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\SSP Crisis
Dr Lohia was an uncomp
iconoclast and would have I
destroy the SSP just as he I
destroy the Congress. An in
logic is working itself out in
of a serious crisis overtaking th

The decision of the Kerala
quit the party is added proof
SSP, like the Jana Sangh, is
of Hindi chauvinism with no
outside the cow country.
to carry a strong non-Hindi
Kerala along inhibited the lea
Hindi chauvinism a little b
now on it would be under no
sion to take note of the Mus'
ceptibilities in Malabar or t
Hindi sentiment in the South.

The SSP has had no ideolo
all-India vision. Its perspec'
shrunk further with the defe
the Kerala unit. After Dr
death the leadership tussle w
ly between the Maharashtr
(Mr S. M. Joshi, Mr Madhu
and Mr "George Fernandes)
Hindi wing (represent(ld by
Narain) ,. 'and the Kerala u
playing the balancing role
Hindi wing does not consi
leaders from Maharashtra su
Bharati. In Maharashtra it is
of middle-class office-goers
factory workers. But a se
Bombay wants to jump on
Sena bandwagon lafter' dis
.~reat revolutionary potential
storm-trooper brigade. Whic
it should be, because the SSP
ways claimed to combine e
radicalism with nationalism (
did in his National Socialist
Mr George Fern~lOdes, who d
belong to Maharashtra though
functioned in Bombay and dr
support from the non-Mahar
is perhaps the only leader op
any clandestine or open unders
with the Shiv Sena. He has
Shiv Sena's target already.
cow country, the SSP has mani
the Kayasth, Yadav and
caste loyalties and in Uttar Pra
is the party of the Thakur la
There is very little socialism a
party and its majority corom
can always pass for nationalis
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Calcutta Diaolt of the party's infra-
mthe offing in Uttar Pra-
ar. A myth is about to
When the Congress was

the Left was unprepared
the United Fronts were
Congress was unable to

urn. The Congress itself
ting.
ot political instability,
s, is largely a phenome-
Hindi belt. In West

Ministry was not thrown
an Assembly vote. The
theUnited Front Ministry
of political vindictiveness.
r Pradesh the Governor

upto the point of suspend-
'slature but its dissolution
us issues. The Congress
at the Centre would not
a mid-term election there
vernor's report left no
Chavan has always tried

the legend that the Centre
e any instruction to the
d everything is left to the
discretion. With. utmost

,a divided Central Cabinet
t the Governor's recom-

for a mid-term election
his subjective judgment.
tre's anxiety is to ensure

Uttar Pradesh poll takes
West Bengal's or at least
tes have their elections on
y.
re is instability in Bihar
Pradesh, no one talks of
the non-Congress States.
party model has emerg-

the State is bardly in the
is no threat to the

Kerala ministries imme-

t's all-party exercise on
'd not lead to anything.
n to check it can get past
dIesand the studies pre-
Home and Law Minis-

to a feeling of helpless-
matter. It is the Age of
first encouraged on this

m by the great sage
achari in the composite

1952.

April 22, 1968

THE country has been taken over
by racketeers which is why any-

thing goes, including the hoax that is
flourishing in the name of the New
Agricultural Strategy, in caps. With
blessings from the Americans-who
can hie counted ,in their scores in
Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi-the stra-
tegy has by now been refined into
a show which should really get known
as the New Great Thievery, in caps.
The philosophy of the strategy, infor-
mation from Delhi suggests, is unsweet
and simple: forget about the small
peasants and landless cultivators, for-
get the problems of the holdings be-
longing to 95 per cent or more of the
cultivating community, concentrate on
the rich, lush farmers at the very top,
pamper them, shower them with cre-
dit. provide them with fertiliser, evolve
an irrigation programme which will
ensure that the bulk of the water
would be made available to the VIP
farmers, spend precious foreign ex-
change to get the tractors and power
tillers, pesticides and insecticides for
them, do not impose any tax on them,
do not irritate them by talking of any
producer levy, guarantee them prices
which are three or four times the in-
ternal prices, and, hey presto, there
will be an agricultural revolution in
the country.

The 'Strategy' is now in the third
year of its execution. During the first
two years, while money and resources
were being bestowed upon the En-
lightened, Privileged Ones, no note-
worthy results were forthcoming in
terms of rising production. The blame
for the misfortune was then placed on
bad weather, even though everybody
was agreed that the very purpose of the
Strategy was to free Indian agricul-
ture from the vagaries of nature. Fol-
lowing the hoary principle of 'heads-
I-win tails-you-Iose', it is only in the
current yf-ar, when there have been
excellent rains, that we are inundated
by claims about the Great Agricultural
Revolution which has already supp-
osedly overtaken us. There is little

effort to an.
this year's crop 11.
of the bounty of nat
portion is causally h,,<.

'heroic' efforts launched by
peasants. Even a rooky statt",
could haVe told our politicians <.It

civil servants that to infer a revolu-
tion on the basis of a single year's
observation is to exhibit crass illitera-
cy. Where the newspapers write what
they are asked to write, a revolution
can be manufactured overnight. You
kee'p on repeating the same cliche a
couple of dozen times and a fact gets
formally 'born' in this country; having
been born, it then passes into theology.

:f. :f.

The money and inputs have of
course been provided by the Govern-
ment to enable the big farmers to
initiate the so-called Revolution. This
transfer of resources is made possible
by the extra burden on the taxpayers,
who have been systematically squeez-
ed over the last few years. The cre-
dit for the Revolution however does
not go to the taxpayers; it goes to the
top peasants who have been propi-
tiated and subsidised beyond redemp-
tion. Since these gentlemen-farmers
call the political tune, the input subsi-
dy is further supplemented by offering
them inordinately high prices for their
products, which worsen the pligllt of
the overwhelming mass of the popula-
tion, raise industrial costs and make it
utterly impossible to make any head-
way in export trade. The rich pea-
sants always gain: in the drought
years, we have to offer them high
prices because this is what market
forces dictate.; but even in a good year
such as the present one, the politicians
would argue that we must continue to
pay the farmers the prices which pre-
vailed in the 'famine' years so as not
to disturb their 'state of expectations'.
We must be gingerly, we must pay
homage to our kulaks whtaever the
season. In Parliament and elsewhere,
righteous indignation boils over at the
slightest suggestion for a lowering of
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. • ..m amongst the agri-

_", at least 50 per cent are
urchasers of foodgrains. By

.-lllg prices high, you scaroely help
them, iI.' fact you ensure that they
would very soon get squeezed out of
agriculture, and some of their land
would pass into the hands of the gen-
tlemen-farmers, who have now also
been blessed by a special tax rebate
by Mr Morarji Desai. The rich pea-
sants can still deliver a big chunk of
the vote in the countrysede, and they
are bac.ked by American economic
theory; so others might abide the
question, they are free to continue the
pillage.

The Americans don't surprise me.
They have, after all, an unerring ins-
tinct to patronise the most reactionary
class forces in whichever country they
go. In the present instance they also
happen to be wrong in their economics,
for the theory of the New'Agricultural
Strategy slurs over several basic issues
of the Indian economy. The rest of
the world has, for quite some time, be-
come aware of the fact that the Ameri-
cans often go astray in their prognoses
and prescriptions, but such knowledge
is not yet permitted to permeate into
this country. (Even as Johnson throws
in the sponge, We decide to send
'observers' to Singapore to join the
johnnies from the puppet administra-
tions of South Korea, South Vietnam,
Indonesia and Thailand for discussion
of 'problems of Asian economic deve-
lopment'.) Here there has been a
wholesale acceptance of the American
line that for ushering in an agricultur-
al revolution, all you have to do is to
subsidise your rich peasants and offer
them high prices. As the academics
would say, the proposition ignores the
structural !problem. Things might
still turn out to be all right with the
'Strategy' in such States as Punjab,
Haryana, Gujarat, Maharashtra and
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Madhya Pradesh, where big holdings Most of the available credit .
-owned by a few-constitute the by the big farmers who ha
major proportion of the total cultiva- over the cooperative movem
ble area. They however do not com- stock and barrel. Credit,
prise the entire country. If one shifts 4 per cent interest at the
attention to the eastern States-West the Reserve Bank of India, ri
Bengal, Assam, Orissa and Bihar- level of 12 per cent by th
and to Kerala, the picture is altogether reaches the villages after
different: but for aberrations in the through the sieve of the c
years of exceptionally good rains- societies; the margin is pocke
when more acreage came under culti- gentlemen-farmers who man
vation-agriculture has remained more The story does not quite
or less stagnant in these States. The Instances are not lacking w
regional unevenness is easily explain- credit from the societies in fa
ed. Where fragmentation has extended to replenish the coffers of th
fairly deep and a considerable propor- lenders, who in turn loan i
tion on the cultivable area is under indigent small farmers and a
holdings of less than five acres in size, workers at fantastic rates ra
the American theory of growth-thro- 50 per cent or even more.
ugh-pampering-the few fails to work. :{.:{.
The organizational problems multiply, It is natural that the Con
the identification of the rich peasants Swatantra Party and the Ja
who could be depended upon to deli- would keep quiet over this
ver the goods becomes difficult. One affairs, since it is so conduciv
or two top farmers, with proper poli- own class interests. But wha
tical connections, still extract a bon- pening to the great heroes of
anza from out of the distribution of whose social conscience is
subsidised inputs, but the impact on bubbfing all the time? Ther
agricultural productivity is minimal. number of iearned discourses
The short-term temptation of dispos- ums and central committee
ing of the inputs at fancy prices often analysing the precise charact
gets the better of the desire to eJePeri- present state of the Indian
ment with scientific agriculture. the Indian economy. But 0

:{. :{. , gentlemen of the Left step 0

A racket is a racket is a racket. The world of abstractions and face
New Agricultural Strategy suits the lities of everyday happening,
civil servants because it suits the poli- interest. Neither in Parliame
ticians, who are all for more bounty the State Assemblies. not a sq
for themselves and their near and dear emitted from the Left
ones. In season and out of season, against the way the New A
year in and year out, subsidies are Strategy is working. West B
being doled out and agricultural prices forty members in the Lok
are being jacked up. I shall not talk majority of them allegedly 0
of the built-in inequity in the distribu- persuasion. None of them
tion of seeds, irrigation water, fertili- heard to speak on the evils of
sers and pesticides in the countryside, cultural programme in so far
where the extent of the scandal baulks aff,ected the State's particular'
imagination. Let me only refer to nor have they !protested a
what is happening with cooperative further tilting of the economic
credit. Cooperative credit societies against the small peasants
were originally set up to offer protec- landless workers. They h
tion to the small peasants from the demurred at the high pr
exploitation of the moneylenders; they prices; they have not deman
have now been turned into a major position of heavy taxes on the
instrument of exploitation in the rural farmers either. Even at
areas. The small peasants cannot offer level, their entire energy is e
any collateral, and cannot therefore" in trying to avert some of t
get any money from the societies. quences of the New Strategy;
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of thinking among the forces

t. Fatalism of a queer sort
n over: since Marx-Lenin-
ao Tse-tung have already

out the manner in which alie-
willprogress in society and the
pointwill be reached, where is

for supplementary thinking?
timebe better spent on anno-
e old texts, or, alternately, on
in trim the organisation which
e over once the revolution

about, as it is bound to come
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y the Leftists in this State have
caught in a trap of their

·ng. Given the United Front,
e now to carry the cross of
emies-turned-politkal allies.
you speak harsh words about
hich bene'fits some of your

bedfellows;,'the latter would
tely cry foul. The United

thus been a great leveller :
your politico-economic ethos
ethos of a jotedar who hap-

beyour colleague on the Front,
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at Mr Atulya Ghosh does not
looks-or perhaps that he on
did not like Mr P. C. Sen's
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Czechoslovakia 1948
BIBEK Roy

lB. RO"l"]
WHILE the XX Congress of the

CPSU was proclaimmg the pos-
sibility of a "pacific and parliamentary
road to socialism" Mikoyan came for-
ward to cite the example of Czecho-
slovakia. In the familiar arsenal of
Western cold-war propaganda about
Soviet . expansionism, the so-called
Czech coup still looms large1• It may
be of some interest. then to recount
and analyse the events that took place
just twenty years ago.

To put those events in their proper
perspective one may note som~ of the
key elements of the socia-economic
panorama of that country. Already
before the war it was highly industria-
lized, comparable to FranCe and Ger-
many2. Of the total working popula-
tion only 260/0 were in agriculture
whereas 380/0 were engaged in indus-
try and mining; the remaining 270/0
we'fe in trade and distribution, admi-
nistration, etc. In terms of national
income the relative contribution of
agriculture was even less, for the pro-
ductivity (in terms of net output) of
agricultural labour was less than one-
half of that in indust'ry. Even inside
the industrial sector there was a pre-
ponderance of the more advanced
industries. Thus by far the largest
number of workers was to be found
in engineering and other metal indus-
tries, while textiles came a poor se-
cond; next came mining, glass and
ceramics, food-processing and so on.
The foreign trade pattern provided a
similar picture. The 1938 export figur-
es showed the man\1facturing sector
contributing 72% of the total, while
raw materials and semi-manufactures
accounted for 200/0 and food products
for 8% only; the coresponding break-
down for imports was 300/0, 57% and
13% respectively.

Like other industrially advanced
countries Czechoslovakia had its fair
share of monopolies in various bran-
ches of production as well as a close
link between industrial and financial
capital. The banking scene was domi-
nated by the Big Four in Prague, one

of whom had a controlling interest in
50 large industrial firms spread all
over the ceonomy. Foreign capital as
such did not have a major role. In
agriculture the big landholders domi-
nated the scene. According to the
last pre-war census of land holdings
taken in 1930-31, 44% of the farms
were below 2 hectares, the next two
groups of 2-5 and 5-10 hectares ac-
counting for 27% and 16% ; as for
the total aoreage under cultivation
nearly one-half of the total area was
cultivated by the top 1 % of the farms,
while the bottom 61 % had a bare 16%
of the land at its disposal. Obviously
the overwhelming majority of the
countryside was made up of the poor
peasants and the landless labourers.

While the country as a whole was
quite prosperous, there was a world
uf difference between the Czechs and
the Slovaks ; the latter were economi-
cally very backward and had an equal-
ly backward social set-up. The Slovak
patriots used to think that their region
was deliberately starved 6f industry
because the capitalists mostly happen-
ed to be Czechs. There was a large
measure of truth in this, but this is
typical of capitalism practically eve'fY-
where.

The pre-'Nar political set-up could
be broadly characterized as bourgeois
democratic. Parliament functioned as
in other Western countries; Commu-
nists and left-wing Social Democrats
had a large following but the majority
was with the bourgeois and peasant
p,arties that scrupulously left the left-
ists out of power. Bresident Benes
was resolutely anti-Hitler and had a
~ecurity pact with the West as well
as the USSR, although as a lifelong
liberal he always preferred a closer
relationship with the former.

After Munich
Toe great betrayal at Munich and

subsequent Nazi occupation comple-
tely altered the political contours.

\That the government collapsed very
easily before the Nazi giant is perfect-
ly understandable, but remarkable in-
deed was the number of collabora-
tionists) A puppet regime was set up
in Slovakia that thirved on the popular
anti-Czeoh sentiments. Most of the
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all Germans and collaborators were
confiscated; most of the pre-war Jew-
ish owners had been earlier killed off
under Hitler and their properties
came to be vested in the State. In ad-
dition, all firms beyond a certain size
and all those of "national importance"
were nationalized. The maximum
permissible sIze of a privately owned
undertaking was laid down separately
fur each industry; this ceiling in terms
of labour force varied between 150
and 500. According to contempo-
rary reports, the Workers' Councils in
different industries played a very cru-
cial role in this context4• Communists
and Social Democrats worked very
closely, while the less radical parties
were all too eager to salvage what they
could for the privat~ and the coopera-
tive sectors. Klement Gottwald then
the leader of the CP, declared that
their object was "not to proceed by
steps but at one stroke". However,
private industry was still left with
large and decisive sectors. In all only
589'0 of the industrial labour force
came under the State sector ; in basic
industries this ratio varied between
50% and 1009'0, while for consumer
goods it 'fanged between 15 9'0 and
50%. This state of affairs continued
more or less intact right up to Febru-
ary 1948.

That this programme had full popu-
lar backing was underlined in the
parliamentary elections of May 1946.
The Ma<rxistparties came out victori-
ous with over 50% votes (of which
the CP alone had 389'0) and 152 of
the 300 seats. Gottwald now took
up the premiership, (giving up party
secretaryship to Rudolf Slansky), but
the National Front continued with
Benes as President. A new optimism
llilled the air: they began to talk of
Czechoslovakia as a bridge between
the Socialist East and the Capitalist
West. Benes was happy at this "tran-
sition from pure liberaliism to a sys-
tem when the socialist elements have
a considerable, if not a dominating,
voice". Gottwald waxed eloquent
about this "democracy of a new type".

Czech capitalists worked their factories
at the behest of the German masters.
There was at first little resistance to
the invaders, but this came almost ex-
clusively from the Communists. The
recently deposed President Novctny
was one of those active among the
workers and was duly dispatched along
with fellow comrades to the Mathausen
concentration camp (which he ulti-
mately tied). Only towards the end
of the war after the Soviets had shown
the way, resistance was organised on
a big enough scale. "People's Com-
mittees" were put up, mainly by the
Communists, towards the end of 1944;
these formed the nucleus of Red power
in the oountryside as well as in towns.
The country was 'finally liberated by
the Soviet ed Army but it withdraw
completely by the end of 1945. The
SovIets thus acquired an immense
popularity with the Czechs who, ac-
cording to an anti-Communist histo-
rian, developed an "uncritical admira-
tion for all things Russian";!.

Immediately after liberation a
National Front Government was
formed by all the anti-Nazi parties
like the CP, the Social Democrats, the
National Socialists of President Benes,
the Catholic People's Party and the
Slovak Democrats. The common call
was for "national concord". How-
ever, there was countrywide chaos
and confusion as in most war-devas-
tated countries. It came to an
end in October 1945 with the un-
animous adoption of the famous
Kosice Programme that had three
main features, namely, partial nationa-
lization, agrarian reforms and a two-
year rehabilitation plan. The agrarian
reforms were essentially moderate in
character, giving land to the tiller with-
out compensation to the big landhold-
ers many of whom were eithe'r Ger-
mans fOIsted by the occupying Power
or else collaborators. On the other
hand, the programme of land reforms,
specially the resettlement of Czech
peasants on the erstwhile German
farms in the Sudetanland was brilli-
antly successful in turning the peasan-
try into a militant force devoted to
socialism and full of gratitude to the
CPo

In industry, too, the properties of
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Winds of Change
Within a year

gan to change.
and half things
In July 1947
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The Western Powers had
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Then Churchill's 'Iron Curtain'
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kicked the French Communists
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ing Communist miners in No
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cal situation.

Against this background it w
wonder that Stalin advised the
against acepting the Marshall
entering into any pact with an
Communist France that had

be- ~ already turned into an American
the !lite. The Czech Cabinet agre
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contradicted by trends in CP member-
"ship which rose from 11 lakhs in
May 1946 to 13 lakhs in November
1947 and 20 lakhs in May 19486.

During this time the entime population
of the country was less than 12
million.

The Final Act
The Revolution was finally tri!!gered

off in mid-February as Nosek dismiss-
ed 8 nolice commissioners. On Febru-
ary 17 non-Marxist Ministers tried to
force Nosek to withdraw, but the
hItter persisted with the help of fellow
Communist and all Social Democra-
tic Ministers. The Cabinet meeting
ended inconclusivelv: it did not sup-
port, as some people alleged, the non-
Marxist Ministers. The latter resign-
ed in protest in an obvious attempt to
put the Marxists in the dock. Benes
at 'first did not accept the resignation.
hoping for a compromise, nor would
the resigning Ministers budge. Many
thought that a compromise was inevi-
table when Premicr Gottwald would
b~ forced to resi!!n. But these calcu-
lations completely misfired. The CP
cadres were put on alert on February
19 and two days later armed detach-
ments of workers paraded the streets
of Pra!!Ue. Popular demonstrations in
SHnoort of Premier Gottwald and the
CP-Social Democrat alliance were held
throughout the country. The masses
were so enra!!ed that none of the re-
si!!ning Mini~ters dared address a
single public meeting. On February
24 effective power was finally seized
by the masses led by the CP and Fier-
linger's faction of the Social Demo-
crats. Radio and telephone stations.
the Press agency and the ministries
were occupied by them. Innumerable
popular action committee's were set
up at different level". All these were
eventuallv legalized bv the decrees of
President Benes who lfinallv shook off
his bourgeois liberal inhibitions. Then
on 25 February Benes accepted the
rec;iP11ation of the twelve non-Marxist
Ministers and installed a new Cabinet
again under the Premiership of Gott-
wald. which still included 4 members
from Social Democrats and 4 from the
Catholics and National Socialists.
Jan Masaryk, an outstanding non-

Marxist democrat, became the Foreign
Minister. A People's Democracy was
thus born.

Conclusions
We have tried to be as objective as

possible in telling our story. Some of
the relatively minor details are still
open to debate, but the main outlines
are not. First, there can be no
doubt that the Czech Revolution was
not a palace COUip as represented by
most Western scholars, journalists and
politicians. The masses "below" play-
ed a very active, if not determining,
role in carrying out their goals. Se-
condly, and this follows from the first,
this was a genuinely "indigenous"
development in which the USSR had
no overriding say. Even anti-Com-
munist historians like Seton Watson
and Brzezinski accept so much: dur-
ing the critical days there were no
Soviet troop manoeuvres on Czecho-
slovakia's borders and absolutely no
!polansfor a Red Army invasion in case
the Communists found themselves in
a soup: And yet the same historians
blow up the importance of Soviet De-
puty Foreign Minister Zorin's presence
in Prague during the critical February
days. He must have discussed the
situation with Czech comrades and
may well have given a green signal.
But there is no scrap of evidence that
he threatened the non-Marxist parties
or leaders with dire consequences in
case of non-compliance. Hence
Western attempts to utilise the Czech
case as a justification for their crusade
against Soviet "imperialism" turns out
to be one of the shoddiest hypocrisies
of the Cold War era7•

If the Western myths can be ex-
ploded easily, it is much more difficult
to draw unambiguous conclusions
from the Czech experience that are
relevant to the modem controversy
among the Communists. First of all,
the USSR as a Socialist State did en-
sure that when class struggle reached
an acute stage in a non-socialist coun-
try, there were' no foreign interven-
tions. If, during the summer months
of 1947, the USSR had quitely acqui-
esced in Czechoslovakia's acceptance
of Marshall Aid or in Benes' proposal
for a pact with France, the scales
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7 D. Horowitz, From Yalta to Viet- (January 1967) which carried
nam. Penguin Books, 1967. account of the effects of napalm

8 I Deutscher. Ironies of History, Martha Gellhorn, the wellknown
London, 1966. ~ correspondent: "We alone

dissolved by fiat from above, the
workers' militia could not have come
into existence or survived: for any
length of time. If people like General
Svoboda, the newly elected Czech Pre-
sident, did not exist among the upper
echelons of the Army, if they had not
counterbalanced the other Army offi-
cers with their typical bourgeois back-
ground, a civil war might have erupt-
ed with all its attendant uncertainties.
Then the fact that the Marxist parties
had a clear majority (wafer-thin, per-
haps, but with no waverers) in Parlia-
ment was of immense importance in
a country where the people, except for
the war years, were accustomed' to
exercise their franchise regularly for
over two decades. Without this par-
lhmentary majority the resignation of
the non-Marxist Ministers would have
created a pre'carious constitutional
situation and the CP might have yield-
ed to the formers' blackmailing tactics.
One may then safely conclude that in
the' Czech case armed preparations
and parliamentary forms of struggle
were blended so harmoniously that
these became mutually complemen-
tary rather than contradictory. Per-
haps. it may be said, it was too ideal
a situation with too many "specjtfics"
to be of general and universal signifi-
cance. But is it not true of all revolu-
tions in all times ?

might have been tipped: irrevocably
against the Czech Marxists. Of
course, the Yalta Agreement had
already allowed for a "90% Soviet
influence" over Czechoslovakia but
the Western Allies, ever since the
death of Roosevelt, were busy upset-
ting the old agreements wherever
they could. In any case, Stalin's
couralre appears all the greater for
the USSR was at that time economi-
cally, politically as well as manpower-
wise immensely weaker than the
USA8. In Our own times Fidel Castro
has been asking the Soviet leaders for
precisely this much : while the gueri-
las are fighting a heroic battle against
a particularly obnoxious Latin Ame-
rican regime, don't try and bolster up
that government with trade, aid and
what not. One may quibble over
whether or not that particular coun-
try is at the threshold of revolution
but the' underlying logic can hardly be
gainsaid. A revolutionary movement
must alwavs be conceded the benefit
of the doubt.

Next we may turn to the more
difficult question-the possibility of a
parliamentary road to socialism.
Frankly, the Czech case does not pro-
vide a vindication of either extreme.
At the decisive moments the armed
masses clinched the issue. If the
masses were not armed, if the workers'
militia had not come out into the
streets, if, finally, the CP suffered
from the virus of pacifism or strict
constitutionalism the Czech Commu-
nists mig-ht have eventually found
themselves in thf" same sort of straight-
jacket as their Italian or French com-
rades. On the other hand, the ulti-
mate victory was inconceivable (assu-
ming alrain that the' Soviets were in no
mood for physical intervention) with-
out long months of preparation both
in and out of the parliamentary set-up.
If the Communists had refused to
participate in "bourgeois" elections
and in the: subseauent bourgeois-de-
mocratic or parliamentary type of
government, the anti-socialist elements
would have kept complete control
over the' Army and the administration.
Under one Ip,retext or another. the
people's committees might have been
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tional offence. It is only extreme
callousness that makes no distinction
between any weapons, and tries to
f3tionalize American use of napalm in
Vietnam by piously maintaining that
"all war is bad, all killing is bad".
As was pointed out in a letter in the
New Statesman some months ago,
a man who uses the bayonet has a
sense of being personally involved, and
he cannot imagine himself as being
without rpersonal responsibility for his
action. But a pilot flying a B-52
bomber miles and miles above the
clouds can, with easy conscience, re-
lease the 500 pound bombs, and if
deep below him, Hoang Tan Hung, a
forty-five-year-old rice-grower and
merchant from Quang Ngai province
in South Vietnam (a witness at the
Stockholm war crimes tribunal) is
covered with flames, it is something
the bombing ~rew is not even aware
of.
In the words of the "Emergency

Report on the Manufacture and Uses
of Napalm" compiled bv the research
staff of the Stanford! Committee for
Peace in Vietnam, n3lPalm is a "hi~h-
ly inflammable substance made by
adding thickeners to aviation gas. It
has the appearance of bee's honey and
the consistency of a sticky jelly ....
desilmed and used a9 an incendiary
bomb." (Quoted in Ramparts, August
1966). Formerly, ordinary gasoline was
was used as an incendiary: but this was
found! not quite suitable as it dispersed
too rapidly once it was dropped. So
an efficient thickening agent has been
devised-viz, polysterene, which pro-
duces a more adhesive· type of napalm.
This new type of napalm, designated
Napalm-B, consists of 50% polyste-
rene, 25% gasoline, and 25% benzine.
Reporting that a contract worth $11
million had been entered into between
the U.S. Airforce and the United
Technolol!y Centre (a division of the
United Aircraft Conporation-the air-
craft companies in the U.S. have been
one of the major benefici:'lries of the
Vietnam war), The New York Times
described this new type of napalm
thus : "The contract called for a new
and more efficient type of napalm.
This would be made up of 50% poly-
sterene and 25% ellch of benzine and

gasoline. NaJpalm is a petroleum pro-
duct suspended in a jelly-like subs-
tance that causes it to stick and burn
anything it touches." (New York
Times, May 21, 1966) . All the
components are highly inflammable,
but it is polysterene that gives napalm
its grotesque distinction-the capacity
to stick and burn. It is polysterene
that is 'new' in this weapon, IPolyste-
rene which is eminently suited to serve
the functions of a thickener and adhe-
sive. According to the Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter (January 17, 1966),
"As a semi-solid, polysterene adheres
readily to almost any surface on which
napalm-B is spread."

Who Makes It
Who manufactures this monstro-

sity? And who manufactures poly-
sterene, the chief component of
n3ipalm, the ingredient which gives
napalm its gruesome quality? The
chief manufacturer and supplier of
napalm to the U. S. Defence depart-
ment is Dow Chemical Company, a
giant industrial corporation of the U.S.
(ranked 50th among 500 of the largest
industrial cOIIPorations of the U.S. in
1966, with sales of $1,309,685,000
and a net income of $121 ,691 ,000 in
that year alone). Dow of course is a
big industrial corporation with a
variety of manufacturing interests, but
napalm is not the least of its profit-
able manufactures. According to
Time newsmagazine (3rd November
1967), Dow had supplied the U.S.
Government with $5,170,000 worth
of napalm, presumably in 1966 alone.
Let us now take a close look at

some figures regarding the total
amount of n3d'alm manufactured, and
the amount of polysterene required
for that manufacture. As was noted
above, polysterene forms 50% of the
final product-napalm. According to
Chemical and Engineering News (18th
July 1966), the total capacity of the
U.S. to produce polysterene internally
is 1.56 billion pounds. Of this, Dow
itself produces 450 million pounds of
polysterene a year at five different pro-
duction locations within the U.S. (Oil,
Paint and Drug Reporter, 9th May,
1966) . Polysterene, of course, is a
very versatile organic material and has
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many other uses apart from being a
comrponent of napalm. It is widely
used in the packaging industry,. for in-
stance, and Dow itself has a monopoly
of the manufacture of Saran wrap,
extensively used in the U.S. to pack
meat. But it is clear that a substantial
quantity of po1ysterene manufactured
in the U.S. goes to the making of
napalm. The question is, how much ?
And whether all the necessary po1yste-
rene is met by internal !production ?
The last question might appear crazy,
for after all the U.S. produces 1.56
billion pounds of polysterene, but it
wouldn't seem so crazy if we bear in
mind the fantastic demands of other
consumer-oriented industries within
the U.S. for po1ysterene, which has a
multitude of uses.

The Chemical and En\f?ineering
News (18th July 1966) reported that
25 million :pounds of polysterene a
month will be used in the production
of napalm (which means that roughly
50 million pounds of napalm is to be
produced every month, or 600 million
pounds every year. Only part of this
is of course used in Vietnam, but vast
stocks are kept ready for use else-
where too; to help one ally to bomb
an oil-tanker which has run aground
and has polluted populated beaches;
to help other allies to use it against
peasant guerillas in Africa and Latin
America). But that apart, it would
mean that over 300 million pounds of
polysterene (nearly 20% of the total
production capacity in the U.S.) is
diverted towards the manufacture of
napalm. Of course, Dow itself could,
theoretically meet all this requirement
from its own production of polysterene
(which is 450 million pounds annual-
ly. as was noted above); but it is un-
likely that Dow would allow almost
two-thirds of its /POlysterene produc-
tion, to be diverted to the manufacture
of na'palm. As was noted earlier,
Dow has extremely diversi'fied inter-
est~. and polysterene itself has many,
mapy uses. Particularly in an indus-
triallv advanced nation, one could
visuaHze almost limitless possibilities
for sUi:h a versatile material like poly-
sterene. So, it is unlikely that Dow
would divert the major portion of its
polystefl~ne production towards the
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manufacture of napalm, however pro- the country is still the product
fitable it might be, for the simple rea- firm. The firm is also IProspe•
son that the demands for polysterene company reports columns
from other industries would be too Capital (August 10, 1967,
great to resist. But this does not and Eastern Economist (Au
mean that the needs of the U.S. De- 1967, pp. 273-75) speak glo .
fence Department are not going to be the company's progress, with s
met. And it is here that the world- ing up by 18% in the year en .
wide interests 0f Dow attain some sig- March 1967 over the previous
nificance. Nor all the business of Dow sales (3.21 crores in 1965
emanates from its smal1town mid- Rs. 3.79 crores in 1966-67).
western headquarters at Midland, gross assets of the company (in
Michigan (population 27.779). Dow were estimated at less than five
has subsidiaries all over the world, and which means that it is able to
almost everywhere these subsidiaries ducts worth more than 75%
are found. some one or more of the total assets every year-an ast
C'omponents of napAlm are produced. turnover of the capital. But 0
Thus. for example. Dow has a substan- ous fact emerges out of a study
tial interest in C.S.R.C.-Dow Ltd. company's production figures
AustrAlia: the plant there manufActur- two major items produced vary
es polvsterene and other chemicals. ly in their total quantity of prod
(Mnody's . TndT/strial Manual, June In 1964, it produced 5282.4 to
1967). Plastichime S. A. operAtes a polysterene moulding powder (
multi-million dollAr plant at Rube- as the name im;p1ies, is in
court. near Paris, for the manufacture form, and can be fabricated ~
of polv<;terene and Saran wran, and purposes, from making buck
now Chemicfll A. G. (a subsidiflrv of (perhaps) serving as a ba
Dow) controls part of it. (Thid) .napalm),.and'.ofl1y 57.4 t
Coming c1o<;erhome, Dow has a 25% polysterene sheets (which, a
interec;t in a Bombay firm called Poly- the name implies, is more .
chern Lt(l. which too iProduces polyste- nature of a semi-finished produ
ren~. (Thid, P. 2726). versatile, but restricted uses,

This firm was conc;idered imnortflnt for the manufacture of consume
enoul!h to merit inclusion in the Re- des, other kinds of plastics, as h
port of the Monopolies Enquirv Com-. ing agent &c). So one wonders
mission (1965) . It manufactures uses the remarkably large amo
styrene and polvsterene moulding polysterene moulding powder
powder. and it is the onlv company ced by the film is put to. Of
producing these commodities in the it is entirely possible that
country (at It'flc;t,it was. when the re- moulding powder is used intema
iP:)rt of the MRS came out). Accord- ~~:s~~~~~~tt~: f~~t~~r~~~o~c
ina to the MECR, the firm produced
5383.4 tonnes of polysterene monld- cal Company has a substantial
ing powder (i.e .. over 12 million in the firm (25ro) makes one
pounds), and only 57.4 tonnes uf cious. After all, Dow has always
polysterene sheets in 1964. I have all its subsidiaries to further its
not been able to l!'et the production interests (in this case, the inter
1fiP11reSof this finn for the years the U.S. Defence Department).
1965-66 and 1966-67, but the coun- also significant that the U.S. n
try's production of ipolysterene for the production programme, accordi
calender year 1965 was 13,512 metric Oil, Paint and Drug Report
tonnes and for 1966. it was 14.136 January 17,1966, has been thr
metric tonnes (Journal of Tndustry little out of gear (and develop
and Trade. October 1967). Since since then in Vietnam and in the
Polychem Ltd. did have a monopoly do not suggest any great strea
over the manufacture of polysterene as of the American war .e~?rt I) b
recently as 1965, it is likely that a of a shortage of the clVllzan prod
large part of po1ysterene produced in~' of polysterene. (Not to speak
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and acceptance of monetary gratifi-
cation or an office of profit as a consi-
deration for political defections and
floor-crossings should be declared as
an offence. A 24-hour curfew was
imposed on some areas of Allahabad
town following recrudescence of com-
funal trouble. Six people were killed.

Foreign correspondents of Indian
papers have become busy over the
Soviet Premier's visit to Pakistan.
Reports from London, Washington,
and Moscow suggest that President
Ayub Khan wjll try to dissuade Mr
Kosygin from giveng further military
assistance to India. More than one
correspondent has reported that to
strike a deal the Pakistan President
may offer to rcvoke the agreement
under which the U.S. has established
an electronic intelligence base near
Peshwar. The U.S. is seeknig renewal
of the lease for the base for another
tcn years. The search for a venue for
Vietnam talks continues. The U.S.
has rejected Phnom-Penh or Warsaw
and North Vietnam has not agreed to
Vientiane, Rangoon, Djakarta or New
Delhi. The U.N. Secretary-General is
reported to have suggested some pos-
sible sites to the U.S. and North Vlet-
nam. Hanoi has accused the U.S. 01
delaying the proposed cease-fire talks;
Mr Johnson has warned that the U.S.
is growing impatient with the North
Vietnamese propaganda over a site for
preliminary peace talks. A waVe of
riots is sweeping over West Germany
following an attempt to assassinate a
left-wing student leader. The police
used truncheons and water cannons to
disperse student demonstrators in West
Berlin. A news photographer was
fatally wounded in the riots. Among
the students arrested was the son of the
West German Foreign Minister, Mr
Willy Brandt.

The dissolution of the U.P. Assemb-
ly has been described by The Hindus-
zan Times as an unavoidable step
but the paper has questioned the pro-
cedure adopted. It says that the justi-
lfication for dissolution advanced now
was equally tenable seven weeks ago
when the Governor thought that a
mid-term poll was too serious a step
to take immediately as it would in-

V.P.
COMMENTATOR

Dissolution [n

The Press

LAST week the Uttar Pradesh
Assembly, suspended by a

Presidential proclamation on Febru-
ary 25, was dissolved on the
recommendation of the State Governor
that the people's mandate be sought
afresh as a way out of the current
political instability in the State.. The
mid-term poll may be held in Novem-
ber, though the Governor is reported
to be in favour of February. A depu-
tation of SVD leaders pleaded unsuc-
cessfully with the President for a two-
day postponement of the dissolution
so that they might parade their sup-
porters before the Governor to prove
their majority. The Cabinet decision
to dissolve the Assembly was taken

11 regret that copies of before the meeting, though the ~nn?-
lie did· not reach many uncement came later. Left partIes 10
fault is not olir.s.· . .we' the Lok Sabha ~nd the Jana. Sangh
the matter with the staged a walk-out 10 protest agamst the

ties. dissolution without giving the SVD the
time it had asked for.

Business Manager, The Centre is likely to refer to
Frontier arbitration the disputes between the

Congress Governments of Maharash-
tra and Mysore over the Narmada and
Krishna waters. Both the State Gov-
ernments are reported to be tired of
protracted negotiations and have told
the Centre that arbitration provides
the only solution. The Union Home
Minister has told the Congress party
in Parliament that minority govern-
ments had! no sanction of the electo-
rate. This is reported to have encou-
raged the Congress legislators in Pun-
jab who are keen to withdraw their
support from the minority Government
of Mr Lachhman Singh Gill. A move
to form a Congress ministry in the
State has been set afoot. The Union
La w Ministry is of the opinion that
any amendment of the law to disqua-
lify a legislator on the ground of defec-
tion or fioor-crossing would violate his
fundamental right of freedom of
speech, expression and association
guaranteed by the Constitution. The
Ministry suggests instead that the offer

rtage of benzine, which
luene, the U.S. import-

quantities, the figurts for
months alone of '1966
gallons of the former,

o gallons of the latter
tI1Id Drug Reporter, May
. journal also says that
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y how the shortage is
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guess that a probable
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handful of defectors will be in a posi-
tion to hold them both to ransom.

Patriot says the correct thing for the
Governor would have been in the first
instance to accept the advice given by
Mr Charan Singh to dissolve the
Assembly. There is every reason for
the people to believe that he and the
Central Government rejected the ad-
vice because the Congress in U.P. does
not have the necessary self-con1idence
to assume that a mid-term election
would be advantageous to it. Secondly,
in view of the dissensions in the SVD,
Mr. C. B. Gupta had convinced him-
self that given time he would be able
to arrange for a sufficient number of
defections and fabricate a majority. If
the Governor and the Central Govern-
ment have now decided to risk a
general election it is not because the
Congress has grown more self-confi-
dent. It is, on the other hand, <l.n
admission that whatever Mr C. B.
Gupta and other leaders of the party
may do they are not likely to be able
to gather around themselves a large
enough majority. The legislature was
suspended to give Mr Gupta the oppor-
tunity he demanded. When it was
found that he could not make use of
the opportunity, dissolution of the As-
sembly has been resorted to in despair.
This does not redound to the dignity
or the constitutional good sense of the
Central Government or its agent in
Lucknow.

valve turmoil, expenSe and distrac-
tion. Having waited so long, not
much harm would have been done if
the SVD was given a chance to estab-
lish its claim that its majority was
unaffected. If the Governor's calcula-
tions were correct-as they appear to
have been-the SVD Government
would not have survived long, but its
defeat would have taken place within
the sight of the State's elected repre-
sentatives. The Governor, then, would
not only have been right but would
have been seen to be right if he either
invited the Congress opposition to try
to form a government or decided to
recommend a dissolution. The proce-
dure that has been followed has pro-
vided an opportunity to the SVD and
the Governor's other critics to des-
cribe his advice as arbitrary. After
the initial hesitation a few more weeks
of uncertainty would not have been
too heavy a rprice to pay for main-
taining the best traditions of parlia-
mentary democracy.

The support of The Times of India
is unreserved, for it is obvious that
when the Congress and the SVD each
claims to enjoy a majority in the
House there cannot be anything like
a "reorientation of political affiliations"
leading to the formation of a stable
ministry. There is little doubt that
the Congress bases its claim on the
shifting loyalties of defectors. Its
hopes of collecting a majority are pin-
ned to the prospects of retaining the
support of some 2 I members who
have crossed over from the other side.
Its earlier adventure in this field when
Mr C. B. Gupta, having obtained a
majority with .similar non-descript
support, was not able to hold it toge-
ther for even a month should have
been a warning against a repetition
of the experiment. At all events the
Governor could not have ignored that
warning. The Gnvernor has to be
something more than a calculating
machine; he has to see not only whe-
ther a party claiming the right to
form a ministry has a majority now
but also whether it will be able to hold
it for a reasonable length of time.
From that point of view he had really
no choice. Neither the Congress nor
the SVD ean disguise the fact that a
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There may be little to chaos
his leaving the UF and rem .
it, but dithering alternately
the two courses will make hi
smaller man than he has a1
come on account of his v
last autumn. Mr Mukherjee
lieve that by calculated am
will be able to bargain for
ment of a greater number
tuencies to his party. But
position in the UF and influe
the politics of the State will
pend so much on the nomi
can wangle for itself but
quality of leadership it is abl
play. If it was reduced to
dependence upon the Comm
the UF Government while .
the reason was not that it
in numbers but that it was
leadership; its present tacti
that it has not become richer.

The Hindustan Times has
the West Bengal PSP's de
drop out of the UF as an 0
plead for an alliance of all
munist parties, including
It says that at Raigunj
Kamath was at pains to dey
theme of the PSP's political
nism to both the Communist
and the Congress. This wo
that he is thinking in terms of
front for the mid-term electi
effect such a third front will
away the votes from the Can
is more logical for the PSP

"Unrealism" to an understanding with all
The decision of the West Bengal list and democratic parties, .

PSP to quit the United Front and the the Congress. The break-up
vacillation of the BKD over this ques- UF will not by itself solve
tion have been matters of comment term question of political sta
for most newspapers. Hitting out at West Bengal. The projected
the BKD for its "unrealism" The ance of non-Communist an
Statesman says that at the national Congress parties is unlikely to
level the party harbours ambitions sufficient organisation or en
which are unrelated to its strength; at Only if the present moves Ie
the West Bengal level it follows tactics broad coalition of all non-Co
which can do no good either to its elements, including the Congr
own or to the political future of the it provide the people of West
State. Asking Mr Ajoy Mukherjee with a viable and adequate
and his associates to avoid <l game of alternative. Mr Kamath, Mr.
hide and seek somewhere between the Sen, Mr Ashutosh Ghosh and
UF and a "third force" the paper says must realise that one positive
that Mr Mukherjee is adding little to ~ this direction will be more
his options or to his reputation for de- than all the rhetoric they have
cisiwness by his ambiguous behaviour. ed in so far.
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the mass organizations, he
form a fourth leg. One

this reliance on the masses

does not altogether change the basis
of administration, making the analogy
meaningless. However no people have
been more history-conscious than the
Chinese and even the staunchest of the
Leninists will find it hard to quarrel
with Prof Fairbank when he says that
China's present policy comes out of
her history and "not just from Lenin's
book."

Prof Fairbank attempts in the se-
cond section a sort of compromise
formula about Taiwan. It would have
been best, no doubt, if China could
be freed of the Communist scourge.
But since Chairman Mao is not likely
to oblige him, he has to remain con-
tent with the tiny 'free world' of Tai-
wan. "As a simple moral issue", he
says, "we cannot abandon thirteen
million Taiwan Chinese to the lower
living standard, reprisals and remold-
ing process which they would inevita-
bly suffer under Chinese Communism"
(p. 56). In another place, however,
he states with much candour the reason
why the USA needs Taiwan. "We
need access to a Chinese area that is
non~Communist, where intelligence
work, military programs, language
training and academic research can
all be carried on" (p. 74). Which of
thesl' factors weighs more on U.S.
policy is a question not very difficult
to answer.

Prof Fairbank would like to recog-
nize the reality ot Communist China
and at the same tim.' keep the hold
on Taiwan. This land!>him in a dile-
mma. For, neither Mao nor Chiang
would have 'Two Chinas'. So his pres-
cription is no second China in Taiwan
but an 'autonomous' Taiwan with
'dual representation' at the U.N. toge-
ther with Communist China--like Ou~-
er Mongolia. This 'autonomy' how-
ever, should be backed by the Seventh
Fleet. This scheme forms the first
step in his package programme fO{

bringing China within the fold of civil-
sation. "( 1) Sooner or later, human
survival will require an effective arms-
control agreement with Soviet Russia,
which (2) will require Peking's adher-
ence, which (3) will require Peking's
admission to the international order of
United Nations, which (4) will require
Taiwan's being acknowledged an in-

dependent Sttae .... " (p. 54). The
plan as such sounds perfectly alright
except, of course, the solution-the
dubious autonomy for Taiwan.

One of the arguments justifying the
scheme of 'autonomy' is ingenuous.
"While the pepole in Taiwan are
Chinese, so are most of the people of
Singapore and even of Hongkong.
The Chinese race is numerous and
need not be all under one roof .... "
(p. 70) What be conveniently forgets
to mention is that Taiwan is not just
another place inhabited by the Chinese
people but it has been since A.D. 607
a Chinese province. The Chinese
suzerainty over Taiwan has been re-
cognized by his Government in, to
mention only one, the Cairo Declara-
tion of 1943. If his argument is
valid, what about erecting an inde-
pendent state of Florida ?

Policy of Containment
In the third section Prof Fairbank

concerns himself with the problem
'How to Deal with the Chinese Revo-
lution'. He thinks that the present
policy of "containment is only half a
policy". It should be balanced, dia-
lectically, "by non containment", that
is a programme of peaceful intercourse.
He knows that the Chinese are not
amenable to "pure sweetness and
light" and so suggests that the military
containment should be combined with
"a more sophisticated diplomatic pro-
gram to undermine China's militancy
by getting her more involved in formal
international contact of all kinds and
on every level." (p. 129). Whether
th~ Chinese will lend themselves to the
horse-play is a different matter, but
the proposal is sufficient to upset a
good number of senators.

His. writing at some places s~ems to
be an essay in shocked innocence. He
writes, "We are generally conscious of
having long befriended China and re-
cently been kicked in the teeth for it."
Yet he must know better than many
people what wrong his .Government
has done to the Chinese people since
the days of 'hitch-hiking imperialism'.
They spent six billion dollars just to
prop up the oppressive Kuomintang
regime.

His articles also contain contradic-
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balanced in form, alive in text
articulate in emotional conten

Mohim Roodro, in his III

favours the abstract form.
close a thoughtful mind that
in a lot of hard work to arriv
aesthetic destination. The for
colours are well organised a
conception is potent. His d
show that he has a d~finite 0
and prove him to be a good dr
man.

The exhibition will remain 0
to May I, excluding Tuesdays.

Oils Again
Sajal Roy scowed I7 oil co

at his recent exhl~ition at the
Academy of Art and Culture.
could be divided into tW( groups
being more formal than the
Curiously enough, what appear
belong to the earlier period be:
in fact, to the artist's later phase.
refreshing fact about Mr Roy is
although he has imagination, his
are, at the same time, planted fi

A ~eft Debutante
Usha Karmerkars'

bition at the South Gallery
Academy of Fine Arts had
hibits, all oils.

This artist is not circumscri
any rigid norm. Instead, she
full vein to her artistic manifes
adapting her style to suit the s
The result is a pleasant diver
her work, both in form and in
It is obvious that she has taken
to give expression to her'
through line and colour, without
her spontaneity. In fact, some
exhibits had all the charm and n
of primitive painting.

She chooses her colours with
tion and coordinates her forms
felicity. A typical example
"Stellar Movement", in which a
mum of colour has been used
space effectively divided. "Cos
gy" was a systematized and 0
canvas. "Townscape No.2"
,regulated abandon which Iwas
pleasant. The composition of "M
Boats" was powerful.

Mrs Karmerkar handles oil
with deftness.

Five Artists

By AN ART CRITIC

pARlTOSH Sen, Prabhas Sen,
Sarbari Roy Chowdhury, Bijon

Chowdhury and Mohim Roodro are
having an exhibition of .paintings and
sculpture at the Bl,T\a Academy of
Art and Culture, Southern Avenue,
Calcutta. It is an interesting exhibi-
tion where all the exhibitors painstak-
ingly strive towards artistic fulfilment.
The desplay, more close to that of a
gallery than a usual exhibition, is
tasteful.

Paritosh Sen has changed and ma-
tured considerably since his last solo
exhibition, where he appeared to be
groping for form without quite being
able to ifind it. Here he has some-
thing definite to say and he makes his
statement ~ ~ \l!anguage unfettered
by doubt. His "Triptych", for exam-
ple, is free and forceful, and he proud-
ly proclaims has belief that the finer
elements in man cannot be subdued or
subjugatt:d. All his works here are
moving.

Prabhas Sen, whose sculpture is a
meaningful document on everyday life,
is intense and lyrical without being
sugary. "The Autocrat", reminiscent
of the King ~ Red Oleanders, has the
proud stance of the tyrant. The
piece is the sculptor's expression of
rebellion against ogpression. His
"Towards Sun" has freedom and
plasticity, and is equally well seen
frum any angle.

fiijon Chowdhury, who has a num-
ber of drawings and paintings, tells
of tnvial happenings of great import-
ance. His drawings are charged with
emotion, and his spontaneous lines
have a vibrating appeal. The ima-
gery of his paintings, like in "Illusion
and Reality", tells of a mature and
emotionally integrated mind. His
"Black Christ" has sympathy written
all over.

Sarbari Roy Chowdhury's sculpture,
irrespective of its size, has a quality
that one associates with bigness, and
this, despite the fact that most of his
exhibits are quite small. They are..
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tory statements and sentiments. On
page 69 he defines Chinese totalitaria-
nism as "a system based somewhat less
on faith, hope and charity than on
organized fear, suspicion and hatred."
On page 27 he speaks of Communist
dependence on the morale of the party
members and cadres and Chinese peo-
ple as a whole. "Mao's government is
effective through moral suasion and
manipulation." Or on page 41, "every
village now participates in the politi-
cal life that was formally reserved for
the ruling class. Peasant passivity has
given way to activism by all citizens."
Are these contradictions the result of
absentmindedness or is he in two
minds?

The present volume though provid-
ing much food for thought, leaves one
unsatiSlfied. Modern China cannot
possibly be adequately understood or
eXlplainedwhile refusing to understand
Marxism.
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the task of all !politico-cultural papers
is to carry its readership towards matu-
rity, to remould them, so to say, so
that they can trasform themselves into
a 'real' force in the camp of progress.
It is not enough to expose in a vaguely
delightful way the evils of the present,
(though this task is certainly not to
be minimised). Telling the real truth
in a pleasant way is also an art which
is commendable under particular cir-
cumstances. But side by side with
exposure of the filth one must strike
a note of unmistakable optimism,
must hint at the ways to clear that age-
old lfifth. That is exactly what the
Gorkovian literature, including its
publicist articles, did on the eve of
the October storm. There is no place
for pessimism or cynicism in
your Frontier. But unfortunately the
article on Gorky ends with a pessimis-
tic conclusion, quite uncalled for.
Even then, I appreciate the author's
realisation that "truth now seems in
danger of being drowned in hire pur-
chase happiness and promises of high
consumption benefit even in the
socialist sector of the world".

The editorail, 'Pause in Vietnam ?'
serves the purpose it is written for,
because it emphasises the inevitable
conclusion that "all men and arms
that dollar can buy cannot win the
war", as shown in Korea and
Cuba. Also Johnson's 'pause' can
well be a preparation for new, fiercer
attacks for which regrouping of his
battered forces is no less necessary
than new reserves. And you have very
rightly pointed ou~ that the basic prin-
cipled stand of the DRV has not been
budged from an inch. A tactical com-
promise without principles makes one
lose the lfinal perspective and thus the
final strategic objective. Your editorial
has dealt with these problems and
correctly pointed to the fact for your
over-enthusiastic and impatient rea-
ders that the time for another Dien
Bieu Phu has not yet arrived.

Charan Gupta's (Calcutta Diary)
style is captivating and his opinions
are candid. I think most of your
readers read and relish his columns.
But sometimes he seems to betray a
lack of political grounding. For ins-
tance, his apprehension about a pos-

sible breach in the CPM. Splits in the
ranks of revolutionary parties are bad,
but not always. Sometimes a split
helps to hasten the process of matu-
rity. So splits should be analysed be-
fore hailing or condemning them,
When it is a question of a rotting
stagnant situation created by a leader-
ship which for various reasons is
incapable of heading the hard struggle
and wants to mark time on the plea
of "immature objective situation", I
think a split is welcome just as we wel-
comed the splitting of the CPI after
1962.

I would like you to open a forum
on Latin America, Africa and Asia
about which our people know practi-
cally nothing.

A READER
Calcutta

Whoever wants to help the vacilla-
ting must stop vacillating himself.
That is my immediate reaction on rea-
ding your first article 'With no Regrets'
(April 20). You still seem to cherish
illusions about the scope and possibili-
ty of the United Front Government,
but I have none. Though unlike the
majority of the left-minded middle-
class I had no hopes of far-reaching
reforms through the instrumentality of
the United Front Ministry, I neverthe-
less believed that it was possible to
utilise the policy of office acceptance
to the fullest extent and advance the
cause of Indian Socialism. I believed
that through office acceptance the
United Front Ministry would be able
to demonstrate to the people of India
from their own administrative experi-
ence that there was little scope for
reform and relief within the limits of
the Constitution, with the existing class
relations and bureaucratic State ma-
chine remaining as they are. The ex-
perience would !prepare the Commu-
nists and th~ countrymen at large psy-
chologically for the final and deter-
mined assault on the citadel of reaction
both in the city and countryside. But
to my utter disappointment I found
that the Communists in particular
completely gave way, turned the party
of revolution into a glorified Labour
Party and acquiesced in everything
Ajoy Mukherjee and Prafulla Ghosh
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workers, instead of explaining to
the masses the incompatibility of
relief and present-day capitalism they
are befogging them with the promise
of 'modest relief' instead of preaching
the inevitability of revolution and in-
stead of asking people to be bold and
courageous, they are instilling fear by
citing the example of the Indonesian
massacre, instead of freeing the masses
from bourgeios influence, they are
strengthening that influence. They
now lfind themselves in the unenviable
position of the apologists of bourgeois
rule.

Only the lazy do not swear by left-

FRONTIER

It is time to reconsider our position
and start afresh. Whoever speaks now
of the United Front in the old way
is behind the times. The conception
of united front changes with time and
so does not get us a step further. In
my opinion what should be said is
this: the toiling masses too require a
united front for the seizure of politi-
cal power, but it serves them as a
means. But if we want to make the
united front an end end in itself we
are sure to be consigned to the dust-
bin of histroy. We are told: the masses
have grown used to the name, the
masses, have come to love 'their' Unit-
ed Front. And that the Congress
would come back. But it is a false
alternative and an argument that dis-
regards the desirability, possibility and
inevitability of the genuine and third
alternative, the tasks of the immediate
morrow in the revoluticn. It is an
argument of routine, an argument of
inertia. But we are out to rebuild
India, rebuild the world.

The left democratic obligations of
the working class of India are now
coming to the forefront with particular
force.
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did. To take one example, Jyoti
Basu and Konar refused to institute
a judicial enquiry into the police firing
at Naxalbari, although in the election
manifesto they unequivocally promised
"Legal Provisioll for Judicial Enquiry
in all c~ses of police firing and com-
plaints about atrocities" (Page-44).
Right under the nose of the redoubt-
able Labour Minister, Subudh
Banerjee, the only "MARXIST",
thousands of workers were rendered
jobless. And last but not least there
was that uJ1lprecendented rice swindle.
Never before was the economic crisis
so acute, compulsion of econmics so
telling and what is more, people so
helpless. Who could foresee that
Engels would be so prophetically cor-
rect when he warned Turati in a letter
dated January 26, 1894 that participa-
tion by the Communist in a Republi-
can Government would completely
paralyse the revolutionary action of
the working class they were supposed
to represent.

There was a universal systematic
and persistent sabotage of every kind
of control, supervision and of all gov-
ernment attempts to institute them.
And one must be incredibly naive not
to understand, one must be an utter
hypocrite to pretend not to under-
stand where this sabotage came from
and by what means it was being carri-
ed on. For this sabotage by the ban-
kers, capitalists and jotedars, this
frustration of every kind of control
was being adapted to the existence of
'progressive united front government'
institutions. The capitalist and jote-
dars have realised perfectly the truth
which all believers in Marxism recog-
nise in word, but which Ranadives and
Rajeswar Raos tried to forget as soon
as their friends secured jobs as minis-
ters.

To my uttc;r regret I now find that
instead of clarifying the minds of the
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